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SUMMARY

This paper deals with a generic modeling and vision-based control approach for a broad
class of parallel mechanisms. First, a generic architecture representing several families
is proposed. Second, inspired by the geometry of lines, a generic dierential inverse
kinematic model according to the proposed generic structure is introduced. Finally, based
on the image projection of cylindrical legs, a kinematic vision-based control using legs
observation is presented. The approach is illustrated and validated on the Gough-Stewart
and Par4 parallel robots.
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1. Introduction

The coupling between visual servoing techniques13 and parallel robots is becoming
increasingly important and has been the subject of several studies. Essentially, kinematic
vision-based control generates a Cartesian desired velocity, which is converted into joint
velocities by the dierential inverse kinematic model. The latter is usually an analytical
model in the case of parallel robots. The dierential inverse kinematic model also depends
on the Cartesian pose,4, 5 which needs to be estimated.
Authors in refs. [6, 7] have been among the rst to introduce vision-based control for
parallel robots. The interesting point of the aforementioned approaches is the use of vision
in the feedback control for regulation.8 However, the used parallel robots are designed
with particular mechanical structures to have an analytical forward kinematic model.
Consequently, the dierential inverse kinematic model turns out to be dependent on the
end-eector pose estimated using the forward kinematic model and joint values.
In actuality, the formulation of the parallel robot forward kinematic model9 is generally
dicult to solve and gives several possible poses for the end-eector.10 To make the control
robust with respect to modeling errors, vision replaces the forward kinematic model in
the feedback with a camera measurement. This method can also be used to simplify
dierent models of the control scheme.8 Amongst the various visual servoing techniques,
3D pose visual servoing11, 12 can be applied to parallel robots. In ref. [13], a generic 3D
pose visual servoing of six degrees of freedom (DOF) Gough-Stewart platform (Fig. 1)
was proposed. In this kinematic control, the end-eector pose, indirectly measured, was
used in the feedback control and in the dierential inverse kinematic model.
Image Based Visual Servoing (IBVS) was also applied to parallel robots14, 15 using endeector observation. This method does not require the model of the visual target or the
end-eector pose. However, the method has diculties with large rotational motion.16
The main limitation of visual servoing of parallel robots focused on the observation of a
∗
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Fig. 1.

From left to right: the Gough-Stewart platform (Institut Pascal), the H4 and the Par4 robots

(LIRMM).

Fig. 2. From left to right: the Orthoglide (IRCCyN), the Isoglide-4 T3R1 (IFMA) and the I4L (LIRMM)
robots.

visual target is that it requires the estimation of the end-eector to tool transformation,
the world to base transformation and the entire kinematic parameter set. Moreover, it is
not wise to consider observing the end-eector of a machining tool. It may be incompatible
with various applications.
It is noticeable that the state of a parallel robot is any representation of the end-eector
pose. A new way to use vision which gathers the advantages of redundant metrology17, 18
and visual servoing was presented in ref. [19]. This method was proposed to control the
well-known six degrees of freedom (DOF) Gough-Stewart platform using legs observation.
This proposed approach has a reduced set of kinematic parameters and does not require
any visual target. The orientation of the robot's legs was chosen as visual primitives. The
control law was based on their reconstruction from the image which might not be very
accurate for intrinsic reasons. To improve the practical robustness by servoing the legs
in the image, it was proposed in ref. [20] to servo leg edge rather than leg orientation.
The proposed method was extended to Par421 and I4L22 robots (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). In
ref. [23], the authors suggested a dynamic control via leg edges of a parallel robot taking
into account all relevant aspects of leg edges observation.
The notion that the legs can contain the state of a parallel robot leads the way towards
an innovative approach in which modeling, calibration24 and control are interlaced. In
addition, it can permit a better representation of a parallel robot. References [25, 26],
show that observing the direction of the parallel robot's legs involves controlling the
displacement of a hidden robot. The latter has up to eight assembly modes that are
dierent from those of the real live robot. First, the method shown in ref. [19] was used for
control. Afterwards, based on the kinematic modeling of the hidden robot, the singularity
problem of the controller was studied and controllability information of the parallel robot
was given.
In our opinion, a generic solution for controlling any parallel robot should take into
account the specic kinematic properties of parallel robots and the observable kinematic
elements. This solution does not require any additional visual target. The terminology of a
kinematic element was rst introduced in ref. [27] in order to nd geometric and kinematic
properties which can be applied to many parallel robots. The indicated representative
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kinematic chain is made up of at least one kinematic element which is composed of two
rigid bodies linked by a Prismatic joint (xed or moving joint).
The notion of a kinematic element is then fully formalized in ref. [28] and an interesting
mathematical model of a kinematic element was given. The proposed method gives a
linear dynamic modeling of parallel robot from observable kinematic elements. It relies
on a body-oriented representation of observable rectilinear kinematic structures. However,
the modeling and control of parallel robots on a kinematic level were not clearly and fully
studied. In addition, the proposed modeling method in ref. [28] was illustrated on a
simple 2 degrees of freedom (DOF) ve-bar mechanism which is an RRR-RR structure
planar parallel robot. Some discussion about the extension to a broad class of parallel
mechanisms would have been more interesting, complete and generic.
Condent that one can fuse kinematics and projective geometry into a projective
kinematic model for control and inspired by the geometry of lines and the image projection
of cylindrical legs, this paper has three main goals:
r

r

r

to propose a generic structure of the kinematic chains and the nacelle2931 (an articulated
set of elements having xed length and containing the moving platform). It is a general
way to nd generic parallel robot structure corresponding to a broad class of fully
parallel robots, e.g. the Gough-Stewart Platform, the H4,29 the I4R,30 the Par431 (Fig.
1) and the I4L32 (Fig. 2).
to provide a thorough study of modeling and kinematic vision-based control derived
according to a generic methodology taking into account the proposed generic parallel
robot structure. The edges of the last elements (referent elements) attached to the
nacelle are used in the servo loop and in the kinematic visual servoing law. We will
conrm that, measuring by vision the referent elements edges, one can easily measure
a projective kinematic model for control without proprioceptive sensors, which might
simplify the robot design.
to present a coherent representation of a broad class of fully parallel robots, in which
one can fuse a generic architecture, the kinematic modeling and referent elements
observation.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a comparative study of some
existing parallel robots. The aim is to nd similar points and to introduce a generic
architecture. Based on some assumptions and the structures of dierent parallel robot
families, section 3 presents a generic architecture of a broad class of fully parallel robots
with one actuated joint. It is composed of the kinematic chains architectures and the
nacelle including the moving platform. Section 4 introduces the concept of the observable
referent kinematic elements. The projection of cylindrical elements in the image gives the
visual primitives used for the edge-based control. Section 5 explains the generic dierential
inverse kinematic model according to the proposed generic structure. A kinematic visionbased control using referent elements observation is then presented in section 6. Section
7 presents experimental validations on the Gough-Stewart platform and the Par4 robot.
A discussion and conclusions are presented in sections 8 and 9, respectively.

2. Structure of some parallel robot families

As we plan to propose a generic architecture which unies several families of parallel
robots, specic kinematic properties of a broad class of parallel robots must be found.
The generic unied method must be able to be used for more than one type of parallel
robot to prove the validity of the proposed approaches. Consequently, this section deals
with a comparative study of some existing parallel robots. The main objective is to nd
a common representation and to introduce a generic architecture for a broad class of
parallel robots. This classication is based on the presence or absence of a Prismatic joint
in each kinematic chain.24, 33
Throughout the paper, the notations given in Table I will be used.
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2.1. First family
The rst family includes robots whose actuated Prismatic joint is located between two
rigid bodies of the kinematic chain. For example, the Gough-Stewart platform (Fig. 3)
is a six degrees of freedom parallel mechanism. It has 6 kinematic chains [A1i A2i ] with
varying lengths L(r1i ) = r1i , i ∈ 1..6 due to the actuated Prismatic joints located at P1i .
The kinematic chains of a standard Gough-Stewart platform are attached to the base by
Universal joints (located at points A1i ) and to the moving platform by Ball joints located
at points A2i . The moving platform of the Gough-Stewart robot is made up of a single
element S attached to each kinematic chain at point A2i .

.

E

A 2i

r 1i

.P

S
1i

A 1i

Fig. 3. A real Gough-Stewart platform and its representative Sketch.
Table I . Notations.

r

Boldface characters denote vectors or matrices. Unit vectors are underlined.
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Rj i tj
is the homogeneous matrix associated to the rigid transformation from frame
0 1
Fi to frame Fj .
r i v is vector v expressed in frame F .
i
r K is the matrix of the camera's intrinsic
parameters.
r q denes the rst actuated joint of kinematic chain i.
0i
r q denes the vector of all actuated joints.
r j τ = j V j Ω T is the Cartesian velocity (linear and angular velocities) of F expressed in and
i
i
i
i
i
with respect to Fj . It can be minimally represented by Vj when the components of the Cartesian

r iT =
j

velocity are less than 6.

r M+ is the pseudo-inverse of M.
r M
c is the estimation of M based on measurements.
r [a]× is the cross-product matrix of vector a.
r An element with constant length of a kinematic chain
r

is equivalent to two rigid bodies linked by

a xed Prismatic joint (Fixed joint).
A kinematic element is considered as two rigid bodies linked by a Prismatic joint (xed or moving
joint).

r Each kinematic chain can be composed
r i = 1..n denotes the kinematic chains
form the kinematic chain and

j = 1..2

of one or more kinematic elements.
(legs),

m = 0..1

denotes the kinematic elements which

denotes the edges of each observable cylindrical kinematic

element.

r F = (O, x , y , z ),
b
b b b

Fe = (E, xe , ye , ze ),

(Pmi , xpmi , ypmi , zpmi )

denote

the

base,

Fc = (Oc , xc , yc , zc )

end-eector,

camera

and

r
r

reference frames, respectively.

r

of these elements is considered as the moving platform of the robot.

r

platform.

and

i

th

kinematic

Fpmi =
element

The camera frame is xed with respect to the base frame.

2931

A nacelle

is made of an articulated set of kinematic elements (with a xed length). Only one

In some cases, a nacelle can be composed of one element (with a xed length) which is the moving
The associated variables for each joint are
for Universal joint and

(αki , βki , γki )

rki for Prismatic joint , αki for Revolute joint, (αki , βki )
k = 0..2.

for Ball joint, with
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2.2. Second family
The second family includes robots which have one or two kinematic elements with a xed
length and an actuated Prismatic joint between these elements and the base. It includes,
for instance, the Orthoglide robot,34 the Isoglide-4 T3R135 and the I4L32 (Fig. 2).
2.2.1. The Orthoglide robot. The Orthoglide is a 3-DOF translational parallel
manipulator. It consists of three identical kinematic chains attached to the base at points
P0i by three actuated and orthogonal Prismatic joints.
Upon analyzing in more detail the architecture of the Orthoglide (Fig. 4), one can
consider a rst kinematic element [A0i A11i ] with variable length l(r0i ), i ∈ 1..3. It is
connected to the articulated parallelogram composed of two elements [A11i A12i ] and
[A21i A22i ] with a xed length L(r1i ) = L (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Sketch of the Orthoglide.

2.2.2. The I4L robot. The I4L robot is composed of 4 actuated Prismatic joints. Each
linear motor located at P0i moves the kinematic element [P0i A11i ]. One can consider
a rst element [A0i A11i ] with variable length l(r0i ), i ∈ 1..4. Each kinematic element is
connected to an articulated parallelogram (forearm) equipped with ball joints (A11i , A12i )
and (A21i , A22i ) (Fig. 5). The state of the forearm can be dened using points A11i or A21i
and A12i or A22i , respectively.
The rotation of moving platform S is due to the relative displacement of the two nacelle
parts S01 = S02 and S03 = S04 (Fig. 5), using two rack-and-pinion systems. The relative
translation T is transformed into a proportional end-eector rotation θ = T/K, with K
as the transmission ratio. It should be observed that each kinematic chain i is attached
to a nacelle element S0i which is directly attached to moving platform S at D0 or D1 .
2.3. Third family
In the third family, there is no actuated Prismatic joint in the kinematic chains. It includes
the H4, the I4R and the Par4 (Fig. 1). All these robots have only actuated Revolute joints.
H4, I4R and Par4 robots are based on four identical kinematic chains (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8
and Fig. 9). Each revolute motor located at A0i moves arm i with a xed length l(r0i ) = l,
i ∈ 1..4. Each arm is connected to a forearm (parallelogram) made up of two structures
equipped with ball joints (A11i , A12i ) and (A21i , A22i ). The axis passing through the two
upper ends (or the lower extremities) of this parallelogram keeps the same direction. The
state of the forearm can be dened using points A11i or A21i and A12i or A22i , respectively.
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Fig. 5. Top view of the I4L robot (left) and its nacelle (right).
Each forearm is connected at each end to the articulated nacelle. The end-eector frame
located at E can be translated in three directions and rotated around a xed axis c ze .
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Fig. 6. H4, I4R and Par4 kinematic chain parameters.

2.3.1. The nacelle of the H4 robot. The nacelle of the H4 (Fig. 7) is composed of two
lateral parts and a central rod S = [D24 D21 ]. The center of this rod is the end-eector E
which has 4 DOF (3 translations and 1 rotation).
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Fig. 7. Top view of the H4 robot (left) and its nacelle (right).

2.3.2. The nacelle of the I4R robot. The nacelle of I4R robot is made up of 3 articulated
elements. The relative displacement of the two plate parts S01 = S02 and S03 = S04 (Fig. 8)
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induces the rotation of the end-eector located at the center of S = [D0 E]. The relative
translation T is transformed into a proportional end-eector rotation θ = T/K.
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Fig. 8. Top view of the I4R robot (left) and its nacelle (right).

2.3.3. The nacelle of the Par4 robot. As shown in ref. [31], the Par4 nacelle (Fig. 9) is
composed of four parts: two parts dened by [D21 D22 ] and [D23 D24 ] and linked by two
rods [D21 D24 ] and [D22 D23 ] with revolute joints.
The articulated nacelle is equipped with an amplication system (Fig. 9) to transform
the relative rotation θ = ± π4 of the end-eector at E = D24 into a proportional rotation
(β = −κθ, κ = 3) of a new end-eector at E1 . However, this amplication system is not
very signicant from a kinematic point of view. Consequently, one can choose D24 = E
as the end-eector position linked to the element [D21 D24 ].
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Fig. 9. Top view of the Par4 robot (left) and its nacelle (right).

3. Contribution to a generic architecture of a broad class of fully parallel
robots

To join together a broad class of fully parallel mechanisms in the same generic
architecture, a contribution to a generic structure of the kinematic chains and a generic
representation of an articulated nacelle will be discussed in this section. Only the
manipulators having the following characteristics will be considered:
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Fully parallel robot: the number of controlled degrees of freedom of the end-eector is
strictly equal to the number of kinematic chains and just one actuator exists in each
kinematic chain.
There are only two elements in each kinematic chain. Each element is composed of two
rigid bodies linked by a Prismatic joint (xed or actuated moving joint).
5, 36

r

r

r

r

r

The majority of existing parallel mechanisms are designed with a reduced number of
kinematic chain elements compared to serial structures. Since each kinematic chain
is usually short and based on the comparative study of some existing parallel robots
shown in Section 2, we will restrict the proposed generic architecture to four serial rigid
bodies (two serial kinematic elements as dened in Table I) in each kinematic chain. It
is suce from our point of view to describe a broad class of fully parallel robots.
The joint between two kinematic elements of the kinematic chain must be a Ball,
Revolute or Universal joint.
The main reason for this assumption is due to the fact that each kinematic element can
be composed of two rigid bodies linked by a Prismatic joint. Consequently, the standard
joints (Ball, Revolute, Universal and Prismatic joint) are therefore represented in each
kinematic chain.
The joint between the last element and the nacelle including the moving platform can
be a Ball, Revolute or Universal joint.
This is motivated by the fact that a Prismatic joint directly attached to the nacelle is,
generally, excluded. An actuated Prismatic joint mounted at or near the xed base (and
not the moving platform) is more interesting for rigidity and high-speed. Additionally,
a passive Prismatic joint attached to the nacelle is dicult to control.
The joint between the rst element and the base can be a Revolute or a Fixed joint.
Either joint can ensure rigidity and good kinematic behaviour of the robot because we
have introduced enough degrees of freedom between the two kinematic elements (Ball,
Revolute or Universal joint), between the last element and the nacelle (Ball, Revolute
or Universal joint) and between rigid bodies of each element (Prismatic joint).
Each kinematic chain of a parallel robot has at least one Prismatic joint which must be
a xed or actuated joint.
A passive Prismatic joint should not be used because it is dicult to control. In addition,
a fully parallel robot does not include a kinematic chain with two actuated joints (in
some cases, two actuated Prismatic joints).

3.1. Contribution to generic architecture of the kinematic chains
Based on the previous assumptions and structures of parallel robots presented in section
2, a representative architecture of a broad class of fully parallel robots is shown in Fig.
10. The articulated nacelle is connected to the base by n kinematic chains. Each chain
[A0i A2i ] is composed of 2 serial kinematics elements [Ami A(m+1)i ], (m = 0..1 and i =
1..n). In such conditions, this architecture is composed of:
r 4 rigid bodies, in each kinematic chain, [A P ], [P A ], [A P ] and [P A ].
0i 0i
0i 1i
1i 1i
1i 2i
r 5 groups of joints shown in Table II: two joints (Prismatic or Fixed joint) at P , two
mi
joints (Ball, Universal or Revolute joint) at A1i and A2i and one joint (Revolute or
Fixed joint) at A0i .
The generic architecture in Fig. 10 unies several families of parallel robots. As shown in
Table II, one can easily nd the Gough-Stewart platform by taking l(r0i ) = 0 (the length
of the rst element of each kinematic chain) and an Universal joint at A1i = A0i . The
Prismatic joint with an axis passing through P1i provides the variation of the length
L(r1i ).
Based in the characteristics of several families of parallel robots, following constraints
must be satised:
r The actuator of each kinematic chain is located at A or P or P . The two other
0i
0i
1i
passive joints are xed.
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Fig. 10. A generic kinematic chain architecture of a broad class of parallel robots.

r

This is due to the fact that the actuated joint mounted at or near the xed base (and
not the moving platform) is more interesting for two reasons. First, this conguration
reduces the moving platform mass associated with the actuation. Second, it is also a
more convenient way to design a parallel robot with low inertia, high load and high
speed.
For each kinematic chain, the actuated joint at A0i or P0i or P1i will be denoted q0i . It
may be a Prismatic or a Revolute joint.
Fully parallel robots are designed with only one actuated joint in each kinematic chain.
The conventional actuators are revolute or linear joint mechanisms.
Table II . Illustration of the generic structure.

Generic Architecture

Gough-Stewart platform

A0i
P0i
A1i
P1i
A2i
l(r0i )
L(r1i )

Revolute or Fixed joint
Prismatic or Fixed joint
Ball or Revolute or Universal joint
Prismatic or Fixed joint
Ball or Revolute or Universal joint
l(r0i ) or constant
L(r1i ) or constant 6= 0

Fixed joint
Fixed Prismatic (Fixed) joint
Universal joint
Prismatic joint
Ball joint
constant

A0i
P0i
A1i
P1i
A2i
l(r0i )
L(r1i )

Revolute joint
Fixed Prismatic (Fixed) joint
Ball joint
Fixed Prismatic (Fixed) joint
Ball joint
constant
constant

Fixed joint
Prismatic joint
Ball joint
Fixed Prismatic (Fixed) joint
Ball joint

Par4/I4R/H4

L(r1i )

Orthoglide/I4L

l(r0i )

constant

Therefore, one can write the actuated joint q0i as:
q0i = λi α0i + λi (µi r0i + µi r1i )

where
r µ = 1 − µ and λ = 1 − λ .
i
i
i
i
r µ = 1 if joint at P is actuated
i
0i
r µ = 0 if joint at P is actuated
i
1i

.
.

(1)
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r λ =1
i
r λ =0
i

if joint at A0i is actuated .
if joint at P0i or at P1i is actuated .
In the case of an unactuated
N joint at P0i and P1i , µi can take the value 0 or 1. This
conguration is denoted by . It denotes an indeterminate value.

3.2. Contribution to a generic representation of a nacelle
The majority of existing parallel robots are designed with a nacelle composed of one rigid
body, which is a compact solid containing the end-eector E and the moving platform S
(Fig. 11). It is linked to each kinematic chain at A2i (e.g. the case of the Gough-Stewart
and the Orthoglide robot). The nacelle can be also composed of several elements29 S0i
and S (Fig. 11). Several research studies have proven that combining a parallel robot and
an articulated nacelle (e.g. H4,29 I4L,32 the I4R30 and the Par431 ) is a good alternative for
high-speed pick and place operations and obtaining unlimited rotation of the tool around
one xed axis.
In order to propose generic representation of a fully parallel robot nacelle, let us
consider the following classications:
r First family:
This family includes nacelles composed of one rigid body (e.g. Gough-Stewart,
Orthoglide34 , Agile Eye,37 the Hexapteron38 ). This family also contains the nacelle
of the fully-isotropic parallel robot.35
r Second family:
In this family one can nd articulated nacelles of parallel robots with Schoenies
motions39, 40 (also called 3T1R parallel robots or SCARA motions). The used nacelle is
made up of at least 2 articulated bodies (e.g. H4,29 I4L,32 the I4R30 and the Par431 ).
In general cases, articulated elements of the nacelle are restricted to be coplanar. The
nacelle has only translational motion. However, the relative motion of the articulated
elements of the nacelle turns the moving platform around an axis of xed direction,
using an amplication system.
Articulated Nacelle

S

D

0i

S0i

A 2i

S

= D0i

E

E

A 2i
Joints

A 1i

A 1i

A 0i

A 0i

Fig. 11.

Generic representation of the articulated nacelle (left) and the nacelle composed of one rigid

body (right).

The proposed study is limited to a nacelle made up of n bodies S0i (i = 1..n) and one
central rigid body S . For each kinematic chain i, the rst element S0i contains A2i and
the second one S contains the end-eector E. Table III presents nacelles of a broad class
of parallel robots according to the generic representation in Fig. 11.
As shown in Fig. 11, one can write:
c

−−−→
−−−−→
A2i = c E + c ED0i + c D0i A2i

(2)
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Table III . Illustration of the generic architecture of the nacelle.

The Gough-Stewart platform
Kinematic chain i
1
2
3
4
5
6

S0i
[A21 A21 ]
[A22 A22 ]
[A23 A23 ]
[A24 A24 ]
[A25 A25 ]
[A26 A26 ]

S
[A21 E]
[A22 E]
[A23 E]
[A24 E]
[A25 E]
[A26 E]

D0i
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26

Kinematic chain i
1
2
3
4

S0i
[A21 D21 ]
[A22 D21 ]
[A23 D24 ]
[A24 D24 ]

S
[D21 D24 ]
[D21 D24 ]
[D24 D21 ]
[D24 D21 ]

D0i
D21
D21
D24
D24

Kinematic chain i
1
2
3
4

S0i
[A21 D0 ]
[A22 D0 ]
[A23 E]
[A24 E]

S
[D0 E]
[D0 E]
[ED0 ]
[ED0 ]

D0i
D0
D0
E
E

Kinematic chain i
1
2
3
4

S0i
[A21 D0 ]
[A22 D0 ]
[A23 D1 ]
[A24 D1 ]

S
[D0 E]
[D0 E]
[D1 E]
[D1 E]

D0i
D0
D0
D1
D1

The H4 or the Par4 robot

The I4R robot

The I4L robot

The choice of an appropriate joint between S0i and S centered at D0i can be made
taking into account the rigidity and a good kinematic behaviour of the parallel mechanism.
Thus, a movement of the solid S0i must generate a movement of S , at least according
to a well-dened axis (the rotation based on the Schoenies motions). A Prismatic joint
has to be avoided, since a movement of S0i along the axis of the joint does not move
S . Consequently, the rotational movement of S0i may only be linear depending on the
rotation of the moving platform S (case of gears, pulley and belt, chain and gears or side
by side movement transmissions).
Taking into account the characteristics of the nacelle, one can write in the xed camera
frame Fc :
c
 VD0i ∈S = c VD0i ∈S0i
c

Ω0i = %c Ωe

(3)

where % is the transmission ratio between the two rotational velocities of S and S0i .
It should be noted that:
r %=1
r %=0

if the nacelle is representing a single and compact solid (c Ω0i = c Ωe ).
if there is no rotational movement of S0i with respect to xed camera frame Fc
(c Ω0i = 03X1 ).

Applying the velocity composition law expressed in Fc , one can formulate:
(

dA2i
dt
dD0i
dt

−−−−→
= c VA2i = c VD0i ∈S0i + c Ω0i × c D0i A2i
−−−→
= c VD0i ∈S = c Ve + c Ωe × c ED0i

(4)
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From (3) and (4), one can compute:
c

−−−→
−−−−→
VA2i = c Ve + c Ωe × c ED0i + c Ω0i × c D0i A2i

(5)

Consequently, using (3) and (5), one can write the following generic relation:
c


−−−→
−−−−→ 
VA2i = I3 −[c ED0i + %c D0i A2i ]× c τ e = G12i c τ e

(6)


−−−→
−−−−→ 
G12i = I3 −[c ED0i + %c D0i A2i ]×

(7)

where:

r

Two signicant cases can be deduced:
The kinematic elements of nacelle S and S0i are rigidly xed to a single and compact
solid (the case of Gough-Stewart platform and the Orthoglide robot), which is the
moving platform (% = 1). One can write:
c

r


−−−→ 
VA2i = I3 −[c EA2i ]× c τ e

(8)

There is no rotational movement of S0i with respect to xed camera frame Fc (% = 0).
However, S has a rotational movement with respect to xed camera frame Fc (in the
case of the nacelle of H4, Par4, I4R and I4L robots). Consequently, one can write:
c


−−−→ 
VA2i = I3 −[c ED0i ]× c τ e

(9)

4. Vision-based kinematic using referent edges observation

The majority of existing parallel mechanisms are designed with slim and cylindrical legs
between their base and their moving platform. Thus, one can consider these legs as
straight lines for kinematic analysis.5 In this section, we will show that referent elements
can be observed to extract, directly from the image, the edges used as visual primitives.
According to the nature of visual primitives, we will also show that one can have an
optimal representation of the state of a parallel robot.

4.1. Line representation
Let L be a 3D line (Fig. 12). A point-independent representation of this line is the Plücker
coordinates (u, n)41 (also known as normalized Plücker coordinates since us u is a unit
vector), where u is the direction of the line and n encodes its position. However, noticing
that n is orthogonal to the so-called interpretation plane dened by L and the origin,
one can split it into two parts: the unit vector n dening the interpretation plane and its
norm n which is the orthogonal distance of L to the origin.
4.2. Projection of the cylindrical referent element in the image
The closest element i to the nacelle is chosen as the referent element of each kinematic
chain. By observing each referent cylindrical element, one can extract the edges nji with
j = 1, 2 associated to the lines' projections in the image plane (Fig. 12). The line's
image projection could be represented by the normal vector nji (j = 1, 2) to the so-called
interpretation plane associated to each edge j .
Such a projected line in the image plane, expressed in the camera frame Fc , has the
following equation:
c

nji

Tc

pji = 0

(10)
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where c pji represents the coordinates in the camera frame of any point in the image plane,
lying on the edge considered as a straight line.

Fig. 12. Projection of a cylinder in the image (Left) and a projection of a 3D line representation.
With the intrinsic camera matrix K, (10) can also be expressed in the image frame as:
im

nji

T im

T

pji = im nji Kc pji = 0

(11)

Using (10) and (11), one can easily obtain the conversion from the line equation in the
camera frame c nji to the same conversion in the pixel coordinates im nji :
K−T c nji
kK−T c nji k
KT im nji
kKT im nji k


 im nji =
 c nj =
i

(12)

Consequently, one can deduce the direction c ui of each cylinder42 from (12):
c

c

ui =

n1i × c n2i
k c n1i × c n2i k

(13)

Moreover, consider point Pi lying on the cylinder axis i (Fig. 12), the edge j of each
cylinder is dened by the following constraints, expressed in the camera frame:

c jT c


 ni ui = 0
c



c

nji

Tc

nji = 1

T
nji c Pi

=

c jT c j
ni ( pi

−−−→
T
+ c pji Pi ) = c nji (c pji + λj Rc nji ) = λj R

(14)

where λ1 = λ2 = ±1 and R is the radius of cylinder i.
The last constraint means that the edges are located at a distance R from the cylinder's
axis (Fig. 12).

4.3. The observation of the referent element and the state of a parallel robot
Two edges can be extracted using cylindrical referent element observation. These edges
are directly used in the control loop and in a dierential kinematic model.
This reference element is characterized by the reference direction ui and a length L(r1i )
which can be either variable L(r1i ) or constant L(r1i ) = L, but never zero. A1i and A2i are
the lower and upper extremities of this element. The lower extremity can be dened using
all joint positions of the kinematic chain A1i (α0i , r0i , ξgeom ), where ξgeom is a kinematic
parameter. The upper extremity depends on the pose X of the end-eector A2i (X, ξgeom ).
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The referent element [A1i A2i ] of the kinematic chain i can eectively represents the
state of parallel robot. Thus, using the constraints (14) applied to point A2i , one can
write the following formula:
(

T

nji c A2i (X, ξgeom ) = λi R
−−−−→
c
A2i = c A21 (X, ξgeom ) + c A21 A2i (X, ξgeom )
c

(15)

The end-eector X can be represented by the axis-angle representation (c ue , c θe ) of a
rotation c Re and the translation vector c te . Consequently, one can solve a system with 7
unknown variables represented by c ue , c θe and c te components.
A unique solution of the following system can be computed using constraints in (15)
applied to at least 4 kinematic chains:

c 1T c

n1 A21 (X, ξgeom ) = λ1 R




c 2T c

n1 A21 (X, ξgeom ) = λ1 R



−−−−−→

c 1T c

n2 ( A21 (X, ξgeom ) + c A21 A22 (X, ξgeom )) = λ2 R



−−−−−→
 c 2T c
c

n2 ( A21 (X, ξgeom ) + A21 A22 (X, ξgeom )) = λ2 R
−−−−−→

c 1T c

n3 ( A21 (X, ξgeom ) + c A21 A23 (X, ξgeom )) = λ3 R



−−−−−→

c 2T c

n3 ( A21 (X, ξgeom ) + c A21 A23 (X, ξgeom )) = λ3 R



−−−−−→

c 1T c

n4 ( A21 (X, ξgeom ) + c A21 A24 (X, ξgeom )) = λ4 R



−−−−−→
 c 2T c
c

(16)

n4 ( A21 (X, ξgeom ) + A21 A24 (X, ξgeom )) = λ4 R

5. Generic dierential inverse kinematic model

According to the generic architecture presented in section 3, the main objective of this
section is to fuse kinematics and projective geometry into a generic projective dierential
kinematic model for control, which can have the following form:
Dinv
q̇
e
 u̇  =  Minv
τ
e
inv
ṅ
Le
 





(17)

inv
are the joint kinematic matrix, the Cartesian kinematic matrix
where Dinv
and Linv
e
e , Me
associated to the directions and the Cartesian kinematic matrix associated to the edges,
respectively.
The kinematic chains' closure around the reference element [A1i A2i ] (Fig. 10) yields,
for each kinematic chain i, the following kinematic model in generic vector form:

−−−−→

L(r1i )ui = A1i A2i = A2i (X, ξgeom ) − A1i (α0i , r0i , ξgeom )

(18)

where X is a representation of the end-eector pose.
Assuming that the kinematic parameters ξgeom are constants, time dierentiating of
the kinematic model (18) gives:

L̇(r1i )ui + L(r1i )u̇i =
d
d
(A2i (X, ξgeom )) − (A1i (α0i , r0i , ξgeom ))
dt
dt

(19)
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Time dierentiating of L(r1i ), A2i and A1i provides:

d

(L(r1i )) =

dt




d

dt





 d
dt

∂ L(r1i )
ṙ1i
∂r1i

(A2i ) =

∂A2i
LX τ
∂X

(A1i ) =

∂A1i
α̇
∂α0i 0i

+

(20)
∂A1i
ṙ
∂r0i 0i

where LX is the matrix relating time dierentiating of the Cartesian pose to the Cartesian
velocity.4
One can rewrite (19) as:

L(r1i )u̇i = G12i τ + G01i α̇0i + G11i ṙ0i + G21i ṙ1i

(21)

where
r G1 =
2i
r

is the interaction matrix associated to the 3D point A2i expressed in (7)
(see Section. 3.2 for more details).
G01i = − ∂A
, G11i = − ∂A
and G21i = − ∂ L∂r(r ) ui are joint kinematic matrices.
∂α
∂r
∂A2i
LX
∂X
1i

1i

1i

0i

0i

1i

5.1. Dierential inverse kinematic model associated to the actuated joints
In the case of a parallel robot with one actuated joint q0i in each kinematic chain, the
vector of the joint velocities q̇ is obtained from the individual joint velocity q̇0i . The
dierential inverse kinematic model associated to all actuated joints expressed in the
camera frame Fc can have the following formula:
c
q̇ = Dinv
τe
e

(22)

Assuming that only one joint variable (α0i , r0i or r1i ) is used in (21), one can write:

L(r1i )c u̇i =

(23)

G12i c τ e + G01i α̇0i + G11i ṙ0i + G21i ṙ1i ≡ G12i c τ e + G1i q̇0i

where G1i depends on q0i (see section 3.1 and (1)) and has the following generic equation:
G1i = λi G01i + λi (µi G11i + µi G21i )

(24)

Since c uTi c u̇i = 0, (23) gives the dierential inverse kinematic model associated to q0i :
c

q̇0i = − c

uTi G12i c
c
τ e = Dinv
ei τ e
uTi G1i

(25)

inv
where Dinv
ei is the individual matrix (row vector) of De .

5.2. Dierential inverse kinematic model associated to directions
Using (23) and (25), the dierential inverse kinematic model associated to directions ui
can be written as:
c

where Mi =

1
L(r1i )

(I3 −

u̇i =

G1i c uT
1
(I3 − c T i )G12i c τ e = Mi c τ e
L(r1i )
ui G1i

G1i c uT
i
)G12i
c uT G
1i
i

is the individual matrix of Minv
e .

(26)
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5.3. Dierential inverse kinematic model associated to edges
The time derivative of constraints in (14) applied to point A2i induces a rst dierential
inverse kinematic model associated to the edges expressed in the camera frame and has
the following equation:20
c

ṅji = (Rj1i G12i + Rj2i Mi )τ = c Lji c τ e

(27)

where

T
(c ui ×c nji )c nji
j


R
=
−
j

T
1i
c
c
c

A2i ( ui × ni )




j

R2i = −(I3 −







c j
j
1

T
(c ui ×c nji )c AT
2i c
) ui c nji
c AT (c u ×c nj )
i
2i
i

(28)

Li = R1i G2i + Rj2i Mi

where Mi is dened in (26) and G12i is dened in (7).
This proves that the movement of the platform depends linearly on the variation of
the movement of A2i represented by G12i and on the dierential inverse kinematic model
associated to directions Mi .
A second dierential inverse kinematic model associated to edges expressed in the
image frame can also be computed. As a results one needs to present the interaction
matrix im Lji relating the Cartesian velocity c τ e to the time dierentiating of the edge
vector of each referent element im ṅji expressed in the image frame:
im

(29)

ṅji = im Lji c τ e

where im Lji is the individual matrix of Linv
e .
im j
Li can be written as a product of two matrices:
im

(30)

Lji = im Jc c Lji

where im Jc is associated to the camera-to-pixel change of frame:
im

(31)

ṅji = im Jc c ṅji

According to ref. [20], im Jc can be written as:
im

T

Jc =k KT im nji k (I3 − im nji im nji )K−T

(32)

6. Visual servoing using referent elements observation
6.1. Error to servo
The generic control law is based on the observation of referent elements and the extraction
of the visual primitives sji = im nji used for regulation. We choose to minimize the error eji
∗
between the edge in the current position im nji and the edge in a desired position im nji .
First, the control law gives the Cartesian velocity according to the error. The dierential
inverse kinematic model associated to the joints will then provide the joint velocities.
The error to servo20, 21 is:
∗

(33)
Taking into account that the proposed
generic architecture
is composed of n kinematic

T
T 2T
T 2T
1
1
chains, the vector of all errors is e = e1 e1 ... en en
.
eji = im nji × im nji
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6.2. Generic control law
Time derivative of (33) gives:
∗

∗

(34)

ėji = im ṅji × im nji = −[im nji ]× im ṅji

Using (29), one can compute:
(35)

ėji = Nji c τ e

where
∗

(36)

Nji = −[im nji ]× im Lji

Taking into account an exponential behaviour of the error (ė = −λp e), (35) gives:
c

(37)

b +e
τ e = −λp N

where N is a compound matrix from the associated individual interaction matrices Nji
and λp is a constant parameter.
Inserting (37) into (22) delivers the nal generic control law:
(38)

b+
q̇ = −λp c\
Dinv
e N e

7. Experimental validations
7.1. Experimental context
The proposed approaches are validated on the Gough-Stewart Platform and the Par4
robot. By providing an interface with Linux-RTAI, the kinematic control of the GoughStewart platform and the Par4 robot is ensured using ViSP library43 for extracting
edges, tracking and matrix computation. Each robot is observed by a perspective camera
(1024x780 pixels, IEEE1394) xed with respect to the base reference frame. The camera
is placed in front of the robot legs so that it can cover the robot workspace (Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14).

Fig. 13.

A photograph of a Gough-Stewart platform (left) and a current conguration seen from the

camera (the desired conguration is in the background).

7.2. Experimental validation on a Gough-Stewart Platform
7.2.1. The Gough-Stewart platform model according to the generic structure model. In the
case of the Gough-Stewart platform, the two extremities of the referent element are A1i
and A2i (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 10). Notice that A1i is a constant parameter ( d( dtA ) = 0).
c

1i
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Fig. 14.

A photograph of the Par4 robot (left) and a current conguration seen from the camera (the

desired conguration is in the background).

The length of the referent element [A1i A2i ] is L(r1i ) = r1i . The kinematic model in vector
form (18) can be written as:
(39)

r1i c ui = c A2i − c A1i

Table IV gives the characteristics of the Gough-Stewart platform models deduced from
the proposed generic model (see section 3 and section 5).
Table IV . The Gough-Stewart models.

Actuators in each kinematic chain
µi
λi
q0i
A1i
%

1
0
0
r1i
A1i = A0i = P0i

Nacelle

1
Compact solid (rigid body) (c Ωe = c Ω0i )

G01i
G11i
G21i
G1i
G12i

0
0
−c ui
−c ui
−−−→
( I3 −c [EA2i ]× )

7.2.2. Image-based visual servoing results. To evaluate the control approach, the GoughStewart platform is asked to reach a desired pose (Fig. 13) obtained from an initial
conguration. Therefore, Fig. 15 presents the evolution of the unit-less errors in the
image and the Cartesian velocities.
The errors converge exponentially to 0 with a perfect decoupling from an initial position
to the desired one. The convergence errors are essentially due to the accuracy level of the
edges' extraction. The position of the vision sensor (Fig. 13) does not allow the same
precision on all referent kinematic elements, which generates measurement sensitivity.
7.3. Experimental validation on the Par4 robot
7.3.1. The Par4 model according to the generic structure model. As shown in Fig. 6, each
forearm i consists of two kinematic elements [A11i A12i ] and [A21i A22i ]. We choose to observe
only the rst referent element [A11i A12i ] with length L(r1i ) = L (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 10).
The kinematic model (18) can be written as:
Lc ui = c A12i − c A11i

(40)
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Fig. 15. Visual servoing of the Gough-Stewart platform: edge errors and Cartesian velocity.
The direction c xp0i of each arm is a unit vector. Each arm has a rotational movement
around c zp0i , with angle q0i = α0i .
It should be noted that:

−−−→
r c A and c −
A21i A11i = −H c zp0i are
0i
r l(r ) = l.
0i
−−−→
r c A1 = c A + l c x + 1 c −
A2 A1 .
1i

0i

p0i

2

1i

constants.

1i

One can compute:
d(c A11i )
d
= l (c xp0i ) = q̇0i lc yp0i
dt
dt

(41)

where c yp0i = c zp0i × c xp0i
Table V presents the Par4 models according to the generic model (see section 3 and
section 5).

7.3.2. Experimental results. The par4 robot is asked to reach the desired pose (Fig. 14)
obtained from the initial conguration by a translation along the three axes and a rotation
around the c z axis. Fig. 16 shows that the edge errors and the Cartesian velocities converge
to 0. An experimental test was performed using approximately 15-20 FPS, IEEE1394
camera. This is largely sucient to prove the validity of the proposed approaches. As
shown in Fig. 16, one can see that the maximum speed is approximately equal to 0.012
m/s in translation and 0.042 rad/s in orientation. Notice that one can use a high speed
camera (e.g. Rolling Shutter Camera) to achieve a high-speed vision-based control44 and
to improve speed and acceleration values. Recently, the real-time vision-based control, the
analysis and the real-time trajectory tracking control validated on a real parallel robots,
e.g.4547 , have attracted more interests.
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Table V . The Par4 models.

Actuators in each kinematic chain

1
0 or 1
1

µi
λi
q0i
A1i
%

α0i
A11i

0
Articulated elements and c Ω0i = 0

Nacelle
G01i
G11i
G21i
G1i

−lc yp0i
0
0
−lc yp0i
−−−−→
( I3 −[c D24 D0i ]× )

G12i

−3

3.5

x 10

0.01
e1,1

Vx

e1,2

3

Edges Errors

Translation velocity (m/s)
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2
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Fig. 16. Visual servoing of Par4 robot: edges errors and Cartesian velocity.

In the kinematic modeling of the Par4 robot shown in Table V, one needs to estimate
points A11i . The rst option is to use redundant sensors to measure q0i = α0i and to
−−−−→
compute c A11i = c A0i + lc xp0i + 21 c A21i A11i . This method is not always technically feasible.
It has been shown in ref. [48] that these parameters can be measured using only vision
in the case of the I4R robot. Moreover, it was shown that one can get rid of the joint
values in the same movement. In this paper, the same method is used in the case of
Par4 robot. The edges and constraints (14) deriving from the image projection of the
cylindrical referent elements are used to measure c ui and A12i . Finally, c A11i can then be
deduced from (40) without proprioceptive sensors.
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8. Discussion

It should be noted that the observation of the cylindrical referent kinematic elements by a
single perspective camera causes a self-occlusion problem since the legs in the background
of the image may be hidden by those in the foreground (Fig. 13). Moreover, the perspective
projection of some referent elements appears nearly parallel in the image, which is a noise
sensitive conguration for the direction extraction. In ref. [44], a way to solve the occlusion
problem is to turn to an observable portion of the line representing the cylindrical leg
edge which can be enough for visual tracking. Omnidirectional camera can also overcome
these problems since it provides a 360 degree eld of view of the surroundings. Placed
between the legs, it provides a more convenient observation of the lines.49, 50 An alternative
solution is to observe only the mn observable legs among the n legs of the parallel robot
(mn <n).19 As shown in ref. [26], the minimal number of observed legs (mn ) should be,
for 3D unit orientations vectors, an integer greater than n/2.
Let us now consider the case of a referent kinematic element having another shape
such as a parallelepiped, a portion of a cone, square pyramid or cuboid. Dierent points
can be discussed here. The rst step is to choose the visual primitives (edges, lines,
faces) and the vision system (perspective, omnidirectional or stereo camera) to use in
the control. Afterwards, the constraints in Section 4 (Eqs. (10), (13) and (14)) should be
modied and adjusted to t each shape and can then be used to compute the direction
and the dierential inverse kinematic model associated to visual primitives. In some
cases, dierent edges and faces of shapes are not observable. Dierent techniques like
shape detection or tracking using contours can be used to avoid this problem.
The previously mentioned issues can be the subject of several future studies. Once
these points are studied, they can improve our approach and make it even more generic.

9. Conclusion

This paper presented a generic modeling and vision-based control of a broad class
of parallel robots designed with cylindrical legs and one actuated joint. A generic
architecture composed of a generic representation of the kinematic chains and the nacelle
was rst introduced.
Based on the geometric specications of each kinematic chain and the nacelle, a generic
projective kinematic model was examined. Inspired by the geometry of lines, this model
relies on the kinematic specicity of the last kinematic elements (referent kinematic
elements) attached to the nacelle. This modeling method turns out to be dependent
on the mobile platform position and the orientation of referent elements. According to
the same generic methodology which is applied to the geometric and kinematic model, a
vision-based control was introduced. The image projection of the referent element of the
robot was used as feedback signal.
The main advantage of the proposed approaches is that modeling and control are
unied according to a coherent representation of parallel robots, in which one can fuse
a generic architecture, the kinematic modeling, referent kinematic elements observation
and control, for several types of parallel robots. Furthermore, we do not require the use
of an additional visual pattern to calibrate the relative pose of the latter with respect to
the end-eector.
The proposed generic architecture is based on the characteristics of dierent parallel
robot families and some assumptions, such as an actuated or passive joint, the number of
actuators and the number of kinematic elements in each kinematic chain. Despite these
assumptions, we proved that a broad class of parallel robots (section II) can be included
in this architecture. The modeling and control proved to be well founded in experimental
validations on two dierent families of parallel robots (Gough-Stewart platform and a
Par4 robot) presented in this paper.
The proposed generic control is based on the referent kinematic elements observation.
Three Cartesian kinematic matrices are computed in generic form: the joint kinematic
matrix, the Cartesian kinematic matrix associated to the referent kinematic elements'
direction and the Cartesian kinematic matrix associated to the edges (see section V
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for more details). We do agree that studying the convergence properties of this control
algorithm could be very signicant. The goal is to nd the region of attraction of the
controller (global or local), since this is a pure pseudoinverse control law. Authors in
ref. [26] studied the controllability of parallel robots using only the visual servoing of leg
orientation in Cartesian space. In this case, the Cartesian kinematic matrix associated
to the edges shown in Section 5.3, was not considered in the control law. Based on the
Hidden robot concept, authors proved that a global dieomorphism between the Cartesian
space and the leg direction space does not always exist. They also certied that the robot
did not converge to the local minima, through the application of tools developed for the
singularity analysis of robots.
However, research studies in ref. [20] have proven that servo edges might be very
accurate than servo orientation for intrinsically geometrical reasons. In this paper, a
generic representation of the approach in ref. [20] was proposed. The mapping between the
edges and the observed elements' directions (the Cartesian kinematic matrix associated
to the edges) is shown in Section 5.3. Hence, part of our future studies will be dedicated
to the extension of the approach to other classes of parallel robots and to the study of
the controllability of parallel robots using edge-based visual servoing in image space.
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